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HIDE-A-KEY Sliding Door Rachet Lock

Magnetically attaches behind the 
bumper, grill guard, under the fender or 
any other secret place.

Includes 12 hide-a-keys.

ESHAK-1 $54.58

HIDE-A-KEY PLUS

Larger size, plastic casing.
magnetically attaches behind the bumper, 
grill guard, under the fender or any other 
secret place.

Includes 10 hide-a-key plus’s

ESHKP-21 $83.36

NO. 8RL — Adjustable clamp on ratchet bar enables lock to be used on doors up 
to 11/16" thick, can be used on glass, wood or metal doors.  packaging includes, 
one lock and one ratchet bar per box.

NO. 7RL — Ideal security for all sliding glass doors, book cases, display cases, 
etc.  for doors up to 1/4" thick.
packaging includes, one lock and 
one ratchet bar per box.

NO. 15RL — Universal package includes one lock, one 8RL and one 7RL ratchet 
bar per box.

Operation — to lock, slide ratchet bar through lock. 
To unlock, turn key 90° and remove ratchet bar from lock.
Keying — available keyed alike, keyed different. Masterkeying available for 
special order.
Two brass keys with each lock.
Stock finish — bright nickel.

ES8RL $18.48

ES7RL $16.36

ES15RL $16.36

Postal Locks PTR-656UN

Package Includes: 1 Lock (Non-Dust Shuttered) With 
2 Keys, 5 OHE Replacement Cams, and 2 Different 
Gauge Mounting Clips.
Replaces National C8735

ESPTR-656UN5
$10.81

Postal Locks PT812RN5CPA

HL1 (hudson lock replacement), .812 cylinder length 
threaded, 7/8" face diameter, 5 oem replacement 
cams, 2 nickel plated keys, Hudson keyway. Ideal for 
high security application with oversized door 
thickness. Mount with hex nut included.
Replaces National C8730

ESPT812RN5CPA
$10.81

Postal Locks PTR-DC656UN

Package includes: 1 lock (dust shuttered) with 
2 keys, 5 OHE replacement cams, and 2 
different gauge mounting clips. 

Designed for outdoor specifications.

ESPTR-DC656UN5
$13.23
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Here’s a no frills kit that gives you exactly what you need to re-key 
cam locks – namely, wafer tumblers and springs! 

Contains 400 regular tumblers and 400 springs for all of your re-
keying needs. We’ve eliminated unnecessary parts that clutter up 
your work area. You get exactly what you need, nothing more, and 
nothing less! Used in re-keying 90% of the wafer cam locks in the 
market place, the CRK-30 features a portable, spill proof, durable 
vinyl case that fits in your shirt pocket.

Cam Lock Rekeying Kit

ESCRK-30 $56.90

Cam Locks The ULR series (utility lock replacement) cam locks are 
manufactured and stocked to carry other manufacturers’ key blanks 
and codes. All stock keyed alike ESP, HUDSON, NATIONAL and FORT codes 
are available for immediate delivery.  
Locks available in 11/32”, 7/16”, 5/8”, 7/8”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16” and 1 3/4” lengths. 
Parts included in bag allow for 90 or 180 degree rotation, restricted key pull, straight or offset cams.

Key #’s:
ES201, HL 302, CH751, FL 217, FL 221, NCL C346A, NCL C413A, NCL 
C415A, Or Keyed Different

ESULR-344-STD

$8.25

11/32” 7/16”

5/8” 7/8”

1-1/8” 1-3/8” 1-7/16” 1-3/4”

ESULR-437-STD ESULR-625-STD ESULR-875-STD

ESULR-1125-STD ESULR-1375-STD ESULR-1437-STD ESULR-1750-STD
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AMES Door & Lock Support

Here's the answer you've been looking for to completely eliminate all collapsing 
and loosening problems when installing locks on hollow metal doors. The AMES 
door & lock support is both flexible and adjustable thus assuring use for any 
locks requiring 2-1/8”, 1-5/8”, or 1-1/2” cross bores.

Now you can firmly anchor deadbolts and knob locks in 
hollow metal door!

ESA1346 $28.98

AMARLITE Replacement Lock

This is the only exact replacement for the original AMARLITE telescopic bolt 
lock. Manufactured to the exact specifications of the original AMARLITE lock, 
it allows for rapid installation and eliminates all need for additional difficult and 
time consuming alterations to the door. Cylinder holes are threaded for the 
original AMARLITE cylinders as well as any standard size mortise cylinders.

*Mortise cylinder not included

ESAL-77

$55.16

Wood Desk Locks

The 750WDL, 875WDL and 
11225WDL can be ordered with 
the same key changes as esp cam 
locks. The key turns  clockwise, 
moving the steel bolt upwards. 
The key is removable in both the 
locked and unlocked position. 
All wood desk locks are 
available in dull brass finish. 
Packaged complete with 
mounting wood screws. 12 locks 
per carton, 2 keys per lock, 

ES8 keyway.

ESULR-WL750
$12.50

3/4” Barrel Length

ESULR-WL875
$12.50

7/8” Barrel Length

ESULR-WL1125
$12.50

1-1/8” Barrel Length

Installation Template Plates

install mortise locksets, cylindrical lock-sets, 
and tubular locksets on metal doors. 

The INT-01 is designed to work on tubular 
and cylindrical locksets. 

The INT-02 comes in pairs, and is used for 
mortise locks.

ESINT-01

$11.74

ESINT-02

$11.74/PR

CJ-34 Mulit-Tool

ESCJ-34

$18.94

File Cabinet Locks

1-3/4" Machine Screw Mounting
Replacement for HON Company
Equivalent to Chicago 5001LP

ESPTR-1750S312

$26.37

1-3/4" Machine screw mounting
replacement for Anderson Hickey
Equivalent to Chicago 5001LP-50LP

ESPTR-1750S500

$26.37

2" Machine screw mounting
replacement for HON company
Equivalent to Chicago 5002-LP

ESPTR-2000S344

$26.37
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